ProSpeed Thin Series
Super Thin HDMI Cable with Ethernet
Bigger is not always better.
PureLink’s „SuperThin“ HDMI cables are smaller and thinner than other premium branded HDMI cables.
With the same quality, “SuperThin” HDMI cables are more powerful, more space saving and easier to install.
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High-purity OFC copper wire
and triple shielding
for optimum transmission quality

B

The high precision manufactured
full-metal-connector protects
againts interference.

B

C
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Integrated Ethernet and Audio
Return Channel save additional
network and audio cables.

C

Durable connectors with
24k gold plated contacts ensure
the highest performance
signal transmission.
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PureLink’s

Other Premium brands

Compliant with newest
HDMI standards





Full performace without
loss of quality





22mm

37-45mm

„Super Thin“ HDMI cables

Connector dimensions
(incl. cable sleeve support)





Supports TV‘s with
sideward HDMI connectors

Bending radius only 30-35mm

Compatible for
installations with flat wall
mounts

Bending radius only 30-35mm

Bending radius more than 80mm







Perfect for modern,
super-thin LED displays

Bending radius more than 80mm



ProSpeed series - „SuperThin“ HDMI cable with Ethernet

oder-no.

length

price in EUR

PS1500-01

1,00m

19,90

PS1500-015

1,50m

22,90

PS1500-02

2,00m

24,90

PS1500-03

3,00m

28,90
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The new, innovative design of PureLink‘s „SuperThin“ HDMI cables has many advantages over common premium HDMI cables. At the
same performance, the „SuperThin“ cables satisfy with their compact construction. Problems with installing ultra-slim wallmounts or
sideward HDMI outputs are now a thing of the past. Due to the certification complying with the newest HDMI standard „High Speed
with Ethernet“, these cables live up the highest exspectations. This allows a transmission of resolutions up to 4K2K (2160p) as well as
3D content.

